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Outline

• Consider black holes in weakly coupled string theory. 
• When the black hole size is close to the string scale, they are 

supposed to turn into highly excited strings. 
• We will discuss some aspects of this transition. 
• Surprisingly,  the situation is different in the heterotic and type II 

string cases. 

Yiming Chen, JM, Edward Witten



• We will be considering a weakly coupled string theory,  𝑔 ≪ 1 .  
• Set ℓ! =1= 𝛼′ and 𝐺"= 𝑙#$ ∼ 𝑔$

• We can consider the type II  or  heterotic superstring.  
• We work in D=4. Four non-compact dimensions, and six compact 

dimensions. 



𝑆 = 𝛽!𝑀 , 𝛽! = 2𝜋 2𝑙"

Size   ∼ 𝑀

Highly excited string

Thermal ensemble is well defined only for 𝛽 > 𝛽!

𝛽! = Hagedorn (inverse) temperature.

𝑍 ∼ ∫ 𝑑 𝑀 𝑀#𝑒 $!%$ &



Black holes

• Well defined if 𝑟! ≫ 1

• Leading order 𝛼% corrections were computed.

• What happens as they approach the string size?.  

Callan, Myers, Perry; 
Myers, Chen (type II). 



Black hole

Free string

Entropy
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1
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String size black hole ?   “Correspondence point”

Bowick, Smolin, Wijewardhana;  Susskind;  Horowitz, Polchinski;
Damour, Veneziano; …

Corrections are important before we can reach the correspondence point. 

𝑆 ∼ 𝑟(', 𝑀 ∼ r(, S ∝ 𝑀'

𝑟( ∼ 1



Is there a smooth transition between black 
holes and highly excited strings ?

• String picture:  Microstates are explicit, but no interior. 

• Black holes:  there is an interior, but not obvious microstates. 

Motivation:



Black hole

Free string

Entropy
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1
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String size black hole ?

Modifications from the black hole side

Modifications from the string side



Some comments on strings at finite temperature



Winding mode formalism

• Finite temperature à compactify the Euclidean time direction

Sathiapalan; Kogan;  Atick, Witten

𝑆 = !
"!
∫ ∇𝜒 # +𝑚# 𝛽 𝜒 #, m# 𝛽 ∝ (𝛽# − 𝛽$#)

Winding mode. 

Self interactions à most important one is gravity.   It is attractive à somewhat like a negative 𝜒) term.  

𝑆 =
1
𝑔#
∫ 𝑔𝑅 +

1
𝑔#
∫ ∇𝜒 # +𝑚# 𝛽 𝜒 #,

When 𝛽 < 𝛽! winding mode is tachyonic à instability

For 𝛽 ∼ 𝛽! à winding mode is light and the 
field theory approximation is good. 

𝛽



This leads to an interesting solution



Self gravitating string 

• Localized solution in 3 spatial dimensions. (D=4).  
• Localized profile for the winding mode. 
• Describes a self gravitating string in thermodynamic equilibrium.

• Size decreases as mass increases. Size ∼ 7
8!9

∝ 7
:;:"

. (This size 
should be larger than 1 to trust the gravity approximation.)  Breaks 
down before the correspondence point. 

Horowitz-Polchinski

(see also Damour & Veneziano)

size



Entropy of the self gravitating string 
• We can compute the entropy from the classical action.

• Entropy of order 7
8!

.

𝑆 = 1 − 𝛽𝜕6 −𝐼 = 6
7' ∫ 𝑑

89:𝑥 (𝛽 𝜕6𝑚; 𝛽 ) 𝜒 ; = 2 67' ∫ 𝑑
89:𝑥 6'

<=' 𝜒 ;

Only a contribution from the explicit dependence on 𝛽.
Non local term in D dimensions. 

size

To leading order this gives 𝑆 = 𝛽𝑀 +⋯



Euclidean black holes
• Geometry of the Euclidean black hole. 

Euclidean time

Transverse sphere



Black holes and winding condensates

Winding one function à computed by a worldsheet wrapping the cigar. 

𝜒(𝑟) ∝ 𝑒9A B ∼ 𝑒96 C9C( , 𝛽 ≫ 𝛽D

r
r0

Breaking of the winding symmetry.   Phase of χ à integral of 𝐵*+ field over the cigar. 
Integrating over it à restores symmetry.  But 𝜒 ' ≠ 0.

It is a classical contribution to the entropy, formally of order ,
-"

, but not calculable (to my knowledge), 

since it is concentrated near the horizon. 

(Some authors have conjectured, or claimed to prove, it is all the entropy. No convincing argument.  )

Susskind, Uglum ;  Dabholkar 

We can view it as a thermal  atmosphere of strings. 
Strings coming out of the horizon and back in. 



Comment on the broken symmetries. 

• Notice that the winding symmetry is spontaneously broken both on the black hole phase and the 
highly excited string phase.

• In both cases there is a winding condensate. 
• This is consistent with the suggestion that they could be continuously connected. 



• The black hole solution is good for 𝛽 ≫ 𝑙!
• The HP solution is good for 𝛽 − 𝛽< ≪ 𝑙!
• Both have a non-zero classical entropy
• Is there an interpolating solution ? 
• Classical solution of string theory
• Described by a 2d CFT (The worldsheet CFT4).     CFT4   x CFT6

• With one parameter: 𝛽

Black holeHP

𝛽!

Interpolating solution?



No smooth interpolation type II
• Consider an invariant of the worldsheet CFT. Invariant under 

deformations. 
• Candidate: Witten index of the (1,1) supersymmetric worldsheet CFT.
• I= = 𝑇𝑟 −1 >𝑒 ;?:<

• On the HP side we find 𝐼@ = 0 .We can consider a flat space target 
space, 𝑆7×𝑅A.
• On the Black hole side we find 𝐼@ = 2 . Index for a sigma model is 

equal to the Euler characteristic of the target space. 
• Since they are different, there cannot be a continuous connection. 

Black holeHP

𝛽! x



Heterotic theory

• Now we have a (1,0) CFT. 
• The index can also be computed and it is equal to zero on both sides. 
• Other known invariants are also the same. 
• There is a linear sigma model analysis which suggests that they 

continuously connected.  



Heterotic linear sigma model

• Construct the CFT as the IR limit of a simpler problem involving free 
fields + a potential. 

<latexit sha1_base64="0naJ4FnjZ2ymKXdMormjxCL5MzA=">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</latexit>

S ⇠ Sfree +

Z
d2xd✓+⇤�W (X,Y ) = Sfree +

Z
d2xW 2

<latexit sha1_base64="d5K7QPsLkKEE3jxl6wuLljBdDuQ=">AAACEHicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunRzIzFCjGSGEHVjQnTjEhN5GBhJp3SgofNI2yEhEz7Bjb/ixoXGuHXpzr+xwCwUPEmbc8+5N+09TsiZVKb5baSWlldW19LrmY3Nre2d7O5eXQaRILRGAh6IpoMl5cynNcUUp81QUOw5nDacwfXEbwypkCzw79QopLaHez5zGcFKS53scQMuIQ/tISXQfCjBqVOA/LS619UJYCjom0AnmzOL5hSwSKyE5FCCaif71e4GJPKorwjHUrYsM1R2jIVihNNxph1JGmIywD3a0tTHHpV2PF1oDEda6YIbCH18BVP190SMPSlHnqM7Paz6ct6biP95rUi5F3bM/DBS1Cezh9yIgwpgkg50maBE8ZEmmAim/wqkjwUmSmeY0SFY8ysvknqpaJ0Vy7flXOUqiSONDtAhyiMLnaMKukFVVEMEPaJn9IrejCfjxXg3PmatKSOZ2Ud/YHz+AFell74=</latexit>

W = ( ~X2 � b)(~Y 2 + a) + c
<latexit sha1_base64="tcQsLZspoxb0qQLM7z9pWXgQEQs=">AAACHnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAgtlJLU+tgIRTcuK9g2pQ1hMp20QycPZiaFEtofceOvuHGhiOBK/8ZJm4W2HrhwOOde7r3HCRkVUte/tZXVtfWNzcxWdntnd28/d3DYFEHEMWnggAXcdJAgjPqkIalkxAw5QZ7DSMsZ3iZ+a0S4oIH/IMchsTzU96lLMZJKsnPn3RHB0ITXsABN24Al064U4bQ0TTGz24ndto1S266oOivaubxe1meAy8RISR6kqNu5z24vwJFHfIkZEqJj6KG0YsQlxYxMst1IkBDhIeqTjqI+8oiw4tl7E3iqlB50A67Kl3Cm/p6IkSfE2HNUp4fkQCx6ifif14mke2XF1A8jSXw8X+RGDMoAJlnBHuUESzZWBGFO1a0QDxBHWKpEsyoEY/HlZdKslI2LcvW+mq/dpHFkwDE4AQVggEtQA3egDhoAg0fwDF7Bm/akvWjv2se8dUVLZ47AH2hfP8uQnpQ=</latexit>

~X = (X1, X2) , ~Y = (Y1, Y2, Y3)

𝑏 − .
/
> 0 à HP topology

𝑏 − .
/
< 0à Black hole topology

<latexit sha1_base64="WCwHe7B0USYLS5jH81he5NZaXEE=">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</latexit>

W = 0 �! ~X2 = b� c
~Y 2 + a

As we vary the parameters the classical vacuum manifold similar to the HP or the  black hole topology. 



Free fields + potential 

Classical vacuum manifold given by W =0

Flow to a CFT ,  metric is adjusted. (we did not analyze this in detail)

CFT

3 parameters in the UV theory: a,b,c.

In IR theory we expect  1 marginal parameter, 𝛽, and one relevant parameter that should be fine tuned.
This is because both the black hole and the HP solutions have one negative mode. 
We expect that the third parameter is irrelevant, but we did not check it explicitly. 

As we vary the parameters nothing special happens when  b-c/a=0. There is no new branch appearing there. So 
we expect 
that the flow to an IR CFT does not show any surprise. 
In the intermediate stage the two theories are continuously connected, after we flow all the way to the IR we 
expect that to be the case too, but this is not a proof. We view it simply as an indication for a continuous 
connection. 

UV

IR



Type II linear sigma model

• Construct the CFT as the IR limit of a simpler problem involving free 
fields + a potential. 

<latexit sha1_base64="d5K7QPsLkKEE3jxl6wuLljBdDuQ=">AAACEHicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunRzIzFCjGSGEHVjQnTjEhN5GBhJp3SgofNI2yEhEz7Bjb/ixoXGuHXpzr+xwCwUPEmbc8+5N+09TsiZVKb5baSWlldW19LrmY3Nre2d7O5eXQaRILRGAh6IpoMl5cynNcUUp81QUOw5nDacwfXEbwypkCzw79QopLaHez5zGcFKS53scQMuIQ/tISXQfCjBqVOA/LS619UJYCjom0AnmzOL5hSwSKyE5FCCaif71e4GJPKorwjHUrYsM1R2jIVihNNxph1JGmIywD3a0tTHHpV2PF1oDEda6YIbCH18BVP190SMPSlHnqM7Paz6ct6biP95rUi5F3bM/DBS1Cezh9yIgwpgkg50maBE8ZEmmAim/wqkjwUmSmeY0SFY8ysvknqpaJ0Vy7flXOUqiSONDtAhyiMLnaMKukFVVEMEPaJn9IrejCfjxXg3PmatKSOZ2Ud/YHz+AFell74=</latexit>

W = ( ~X2 � b)(~Y 2 + a) + c
<latexit sha1_base64="tcQsLZspoxb0qQLM7z9pWXgQEQs=">AAACHnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAgtlJLU+tgIRTcuK9g2pQ1hMp20QycPZiaFEtofceOvuHGhiOBK/8ZJm4W2HrhwOOde7r3HCRkVUte/tZXVtfWNzcxWdntnd28/d3DYFEHEMWnggAXcdJAgjPqkIalkxAw5QZ7DSMsZ3iZ+a0S4oIH/IMchsTzU96lLMZJKsnPn3RHB0ITXsABN24Al064U4bQ0TTGz24ndto1S266oOivaubxe1meAy8RISR6kqNu5z24vwJFHfIkZEqJj6KG0YsQlxYxMst1IkBDhIeqTjqI+8oiw4tl7E3iqlB50A67Kl3Cm/p6IkSfE2HNUp4fkQCx6ifif14mke2XF1A8jSXw8X+RGDMoAJlnBHuUESzZWBGFO1a0QDxBHWKpEsyoEY/HlZdKslI2LcvW+mq/dpHFkwDE4AQVggEtQA3egDhoAg0fwDF7Bm/akvWjv2se8dUVLZ47AH2hfP8uQnpQ=</latexit>

~X = (X1, X2) , ~Y = (Y1, Y2, Y3)

𝑏 − .
/
> 0 à HP topology

𝑏 − .
/
< 0à Black hole topology

<latexit sha1_base64="WCwHe7B0USYLS5jH81he5NZaXEE=">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</latexit>

W = 0 �! ~X2 = b� c
~Y 2 + a

<latexit sha1_base64="vDN3EwdFzfel4NALm/P8XuNlkJk=">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</latexit>

S ⇠ Sfree +

Z
d2xd2✓W = Sfree +

Z
d2x

X

i

(@iW)2

<latexit sha1_base64="pCNQsUXtsQhAwcPRkNTyQRrYZvM=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkoiRb0IRS8eI9im0Iay2W7apZtN2N0INfSXePGgiFd/ijf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeWHKmdKO822V1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39qn1w2FZJJgltkYQnshNiRTkTtKWZ5rSTSorjkFM/HN/OfP+RSsUS8aAnKQ1iPBQsYgRrI/Xtat4jmCN/iq6Rh3zUt2tO3ZkDrRK3IDUo4PXtr94gIVlMhSYcK9V1nVQHOZaaEU6nlV6maIrJGA9p11CBY6qCfH74FJ0aZYCiRJoSGs3V3xM5jpWaxKHpjLEeqWVvJv7ndTMdXQU5E2mmqSCLRVHGkU7QLAU0YJISzSeGYCKZuRWREZaYaJNVxYTgLr+8Strndfei3rhv1Jo3RRxlOIYTOAMXLqEJd+BBCwhk8Ayv8GY9WS/Wu/WxaC1ZxcwR/IH1+QN0VZGp</latexit>W = PW P is a new superfield

When b-c/a =0 , a new classical branch appears with 𝑃 ≠ 0, 𝑋 = 𝑌 = 0

𝑃 = 0



On this P branch a superpotential is generated.  Depending on the sign of b-c/a we do or do not have isolated vacua
on this branch. 

These isolated vacua are massive. 

Now the index has the same value on both sides, in the full UV theory. 

What happens is that the UV theory flows in the IR to a CFT + isolated massive vacua

Free fields + potential 

Classical vacuum manifold given by W =0

Flow to a CFT ,  metric is adjusted. (we did not analyze this in detail)

CFT  + possible massive vacua. 

UV

IR

Appear only for one sign of b-c/a. 

Index of the full theory is the same for both signs of b-c/a. But the index of the CFT part in the IR is different due to 
the extra massive vacua.



Index and D-branes

There are some D-branes that exist on the HP side but not the BH side and vice versa. 

Eg. A D0 brane localized at the origin and wrapping the time circle exists on the HP side. 

There is no such brane on the black hole side (the Euclidean time circle is contractible)

These branes generate some fluxes at infinity. On the black hole side the flux is carried as an electrically charged black hole,
without an explicit brane source. 

Black holeHP

𝛽! x



Charged black holes
• If the internal theory has a circle à we can have black hole with 

momentum and fundamental string winding charges on this extra 
circle. 
• These solutions are obtained from a a solution generating 

transformation that is a symmetry of the worldsheet CFT. 
• Given the uncharged seed solution à obtain the charged solution. 
• Thermodynamics of uncharged solution à thermodynamics of 

charged solution. 



Charged black holes
• The transitions happen as we approach extremality. 
• Go over to a free string phase as we approach extremality 
• The HP or free string phases look a bit like a fuzzball (a configuration 

whose microstates are very clear) Damour Veneziano
Mathur



Conclusions

• We discussed the possible connection between the black hole and 
the self gravitating string solution of Horowitz and Polchinski (and 
further studied by Damour and Veneziano). 
• For the type II case, we showed that the two could not be 

continuously connected as classical solutions. 
• For the heterotic case, it seems that they could be continuously 

connected. 



Questions

• Can we say more about the CFT at intermediate values of 𝛽?
• Can we track the picture of the microstates through this intermediate 

region. 
• Why is the heterotic and type II picture different ? 



Happy Birthday Thibault


